
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: Analysis of future challenges is not a threat to
anyone, but brotherliness and seeking the interest of all
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Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, said that reading the future

challenges of Iraq and giving warning on some of them, was not and will not be a threat to

anyone, but from the stand point of brotherliness and seeking the interest of all, stressed

that the National Iraqi Alliance will remain insistent on identifying these challenges, called

on neighboring countries and the world to say their stand regarding the unity of Iraq through

clear official channels, not just statements, his eminence directed his question to Kurdish

brothers regarding the seeking independence from Iraq is it a final choice for them or is it a

reaction to actions and rights they believe they were denied? 

\r\n

This was during Baghdad Dewan of Political elites in the office of his eminence in Baghdad

Saturday, 15/7/2017.
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His eminence pointed to the absence of referendum law at the direct authority concerned of this

matter the Federal Parliament, as well as the Parliament of the Kurdistan Regional Government

(KRG) plus the absence of the Commission concerned with this referendum, stressed that the

independence decision is a federal issue and federal will must be present must be through

administrations.
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His eminence pointed out that the victory phase may be more dangerous than the crisis itself,

and fracture because of self-absorbed foes and competition to adopt victory each for their own

benefit, pointed out that the next phase requires a security and intelligence vision to

confront terrorist cells that may be active through terrorist acts, stressed the importance of

cultural treatment, criminalization of extremism and sectarianism, And considered the national

settlement a project and a road map that has not lost its impact and still has an opportunity,

pointed to the importance of considering the issue of reconstruction and having fair view to

the liberated cities and cities of liberators alike who ridiculed all their possibilities to

liberate the land offering their own vehicles and services plus the blood that has being

offered for those areas. His eminence emphasized on the importance of facing corruption and the

loud voices that call for anti-corruption to cover up its own corruption.
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His eminence stressed that the solution to the Iraq crisis is unity and cohesion to reach a

national vision able to reassure everyone, pointed to the support of the National Iraqi

Alliance for Baghdad conferences on terms of location and recommendations except of some words

that were stated, but do not affect the general form of the final statement, his eminence

stressed starting elections on schedule without procrastination and resolve the electoral

commission issues and its laws.


